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SPRUNG RHYTHM
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Stanford University
Stanford, California

. .. my apparent licences are counterbalanced, and mo~e, by my strictness. In
fact all English verse, except Milton's, almost, offends me as "licentious."
Remember this ... I am stricter than you and I might say than anybody I

know. I
The new prosody, Sprung Rhythm, is really quite a sim~le matter and as strict
as the other rhythm. Bridges treats it in theory and Jractice as something
informal and variable without any limit but ear and taste, but that is not how
I look at it. We must however distinguish its elvaz and i~s eJ elvaz, the writing
it somehow and the writing it as it should be written; for \written anyhow it is a
shambling business and a corruption, not an improvemfnt. In strictness then
and simple elvaz it is a matter of a~pt only, like comm~n rhythm, and not of
quantity at all ... But for the el elvaz of the new rhythm great attention
to quantity is necessary. And since English quantity ~ very different from
Greek or Latin a sort of prosody ought to be drawn up for it, which would
be indeed of wider service than for sprung rhythm orily. (0. M. Hopkins)

I

1. APPARENT LICENCES

In what way does Hopkins's sprung rhythm req ire "great attention to
quantity"? And wherein lies its unique "strictness"? lfhese questions are not
answered in the huge literature on sprung rhythm. They are hardly even raised
there. On the contrary, posterity has sided with Bridges against Hopkins
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in portraying sprung rhythm as a r ther unbuttoned meter, obtained by
dropping the conventional constrain s on the number of syllables in weak
positions. Syllable length, if not ignol~ed or summarily dismissed, l is men
tioned only as a stylistic factor that ~unctions (as it does in all poetry) to
control tempo (Schneider 1969:61; liudwig 1972:29)-in other words, as
exactly what Hopkins said it is NOT in sprung rhythm, "something informal
and variable without any limit but eau and taste."

I

Although the standard assumptiqn is that sprung rhythm is purely
accentual, it is often compared to vapous accentual-syllabic meters. It has
been called a "variant on iambic gentameter,"2 almost spondaic,3 and
anapestic.4 It has often been related tolOld English versification and recently
to that of Sir Thomas Wyatt (MacKeUzie 1981b). Still others view it as "the
rhythm of ordinary English speech"sl or as a mixture of prose and verse
rhythm.6 It has even been declared a completely idiosyncratic system that
"belongs less, perhaps, to the histor~ of English versification than to the
history of British personal eccentricity" (Fussell 1965; withdrawn in the
second edition 1979). .1 ..

Hopkins himself explained to his friends, who were every bit as puzzled by
his prosody as modern critics are, that Jprung rhythm requires a fixed number

I

of "stressed syllables" alternating with from zero to three or more "slack
syllables," grouped arbitrarily into risi~g or falling feet:

Regularly then the feet in sprung rhythm consist of one, two, three, or four
syllables and no more, and if for simpliJity's sake we call feet by Greek names,
taking accent for quantity, and also sca~ always as for rising rhythm [...J the
feet in sprung rhythm will be monos~llables, iambs, anapaests, and fourth
paeans, and no others. But for particclar rhythmic effects it is allowed, and

r

more freely than in common rhythm, to use any number of slack syllables,
I

limited only by ear. (Abbot 1935: in a rtter of 1880 to Richard Dixon)

1"... stress rather than length of syllable is t~ key to the rhythm ..." (Milroy 1977:130)..
2Winters (1966:42)-"a variant both learned and perverse but in which the rhythm IS

successfully maintained, in which the perversity ~ equalled by the skill." (ibid.:45).
3 'The poet working in sprung rhythm is compbsing almost as if the spondee were a base rather

than a substitutefoot." (Fussell 1965:71). r.
4Schneider (1968) saw sprung rhythm as an 0 tgrowth of nineteenth-century experiments in

triple meters by such poets as Swinburne.
5 According to Father Ong (1949), in sprung rhythm "each sense-stress constitute[s] itself a

r

kind of rhythmic unit, either alone or together with a varying number of slack syllables which may
precede and/or follow it." Milroy (1977:118) evek claims that "there is no difference in principle
between the rules of English sentence stress and Hbpkins's idea of strict sprung rhythm," although
he also suggests (119) that in later poems it develops into "a kind of chanting rhythm, far removed
from speech." Walliser (1977:53) considers it "dafgerously close to what is conventionally called
'free verse.'" I

•A "blend of the f,,'edom of pm'" and the O'1ered patterns of .or"," (Baom 1959~
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Paul Kiparsky Sprung Rhythm 307

Sprung rhythm, as used in this book, is meas"llred by feet of from one to four
syllables, regularly, and for particular effects any number of weak or slack
syllables maybe used. It has one stress, which falls on the only syllable, if there
is only one, or, if there are more ... on the firJt, and so gives rise to four sorts
of feet, a monosyllable and the so-called acc9ntual Trochee, Dactyl, and the
First Paeon ... In Sprung Rhythm, as in logabedic rhythm generally, the feet
are assumed to be equally long or strong and their seeming inequality is made

I

up by pause or stressing. (Author's Preface, (jJardner and MacKenzie 1967)

Clearly this cannot mean that sprung rhytb lines have a fixed number of
actual phonological stresses. Of course, the ~act count depends on what we
decide to consider a "stress." But there can be 0 question that, for example, in
these tetrameters (where the beats are shown y underscoring) the first and last
lines have two or perhaps three actual stresses, certainly not four:

("Spring and Fall")

(1) M!!:rgar~t, !!:re you gr~ving

Qver gQldengrQve unleaving?
It ts the blight m!!:n was bQrn for,
It is M~rgarg,t you mourn for.

while these tetrameters have more than four stresses:

(2) Look, foot to fQrelock, how ~ll things lUit! he
Wept, wife; wept, sweetheart would be ~ne

j (The Loss of the Eurydice")

In fact, in his writings on metrics, Hopkins us ,d the word "stress" both for the
metrical beat and for phonological accent. fO avoid ambiguity, he would
distinguish "stresses of sense," that is, accen s, from "metrical stresses" (or
"stresses of the verse"). He emphasized tha there is no one-to-one corre
spondence between them and drew special attention to what he called
"counterpoint" (inversion in successive feet, a in Milton's "double trochees").
It is clear that "accent," "stress," and "slack syllables" in the passages just
quoted are meant to refer not to accent in the honological sense but to strong
and weak METRICAL positions.7

It may seem that sprung rhythm lacks any firm constraints on the
realization of strong and weak metrical positi ns. Ifthis were so, it could fairly
be asked in what sense sprung rhythm is a m ter at all. Its feet may contain
from one to four or more syllables, and it all<i>ws mismatches in both strong

I
and weak positions, not to speak of "outrides' (extrametrical syllables). Then
what prevents, for example, any arrangement of five to twenty odd syllables
from being considered a line of sprung rhythm pentameter, and how are we to

I
I

'TIlls has, in my opinion, been establ~bed beyond an1 donbt by Ludwig (1972;70 If.).959).
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8"The intended stress, indeed, is often difficult to find." (Lewis 1934:11). "On peut reprocher a
Hopkins que sa metrique fondee sur 1'accent ne nOll assure pas avec certitude de la place exacte
ou il frappe." (Ritz 1963:384). "... how, in any but th simplest verse, is it possible for the reader to
recognize the stresses intended by the poet or to fin an arrangement of stresses satisfactory to
himself, by which the rhythm is delineated?" (Schne' er 1968:68).

choose among the many arbitrary way~ of scanning any given line?8 This
question must have an answer, or we wotilld have to think that poor Hopkins
was deluded in his belief that he was strJggling with a strict and demanding
system of metrical constraints. f

A heroic solution was put forward by , cott (1974). In an analysis of ''The
Windhover," he suggests that sprung rhy hm is not a meter at all, but a STYLE

I
OF RECITATION: "the term 'sprung rhythmi would appear to designate nothing
more than Hopkins' way of indicating har he felt his poems should be read."
The real meter is iambic, and its realization is governed by none other than the
Halle-Keyser correspondence rules, inclJding the stress maximum principle.
This leads Scott to the bizarre conclusio~ that the first thirteen lines of "The
Windhover'" are made up of a variable number of iambic feet-either four,

I
five, six, seven, or eight-and that the fourteenth line is unmetrical.
Alternatively, he says, the sonnet can be rearranged into twenty-one iambic
tetrameter lines, of which lines twenty and twenty-one are unmetrical. Because
it assumes a well-defined set of correspOljl,dence rules, Scott's approach does
have the merit of forcing a specific scansion for each line of sprung rhythm.
The price, however, is prohibitive. It deS~OYS the unitary pattern of respon
sion of virtually every poem, renders any of Hopkins's sprung rhythm
lines "unmetri~a"," and contrad.icts both opkins's own descriptio~ of spru~g
rhythm and his mtended scanSIOn, as ShOrn by the accent marks In the ong
inal manuscripts.

The only way to understand the poems consistently is as Hopkins meant
them to be understood, as sonnets and o~her standard verse forms, with the
majority composed in pentameters and the rest in trimeters, tetrameters,
Alexandrines, or stanzas that combine t ese in some fixed pattern. What is
special about sprung rhythm is the sYste~of correspondence rules according
to which these conventional patterns are r alized. We know, for example, that
the correspondence rules allow feet of v riable length. The question is how
the feet can vary in this way without maki~g the metrics so loose that scansion
becomes as indeterminate as slicing cucu bers.

In the following sections we shall exami e the metrical principles underlying
sprung rhythm in some detail. Much of th analysis will tum on the interplay
of stress, quantity, and the syllable count It will lead up to a set of metrical
rules (Section 7) that is highly restrictiv yet does no violence to the rigid
stanza forms or to the poet's own chara terization of sprung rhythm. The
remainder of the paper argues that Hopkins's own scansion preserved in some
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of the manuscripts of the poems show him to have had these very metrical
rules (or exactly equivalent ones) in mind. We shall see that sprung rhythm, for
all its novelty, has much in common with standard English versification.

I
I

2. HOPKINS'S "NEW PROSODY" \

It is well known that English verse places setere restrictions on syllables in
weak metrical positions (Magnuson and Ryde~ 1970; Halle and Keyser 1971;
Tarlinskaja 1976; Bjorkland 1978; Attridge 1~82). I have argued previously
(Kiparsky 1977) that differences in the metrical rules for weak positions are
responsible for nearly all the systematic variatipn within the English metrical
tradition. Hopkins lies squarely within this traoition. His metrical radicalism
is that he modifies the correspondence rules fo I weak positions in a fresh way
by introducing quantitative constraints, as well as by opting to leave the weak
positions unrealized.

To give the flavor of sprung rhythm and t provide a handy source of
examples for what follows, here are two of Hop ins's sonnets. Underscoring is
used here and throughout to represent strong~etriCalpositions required by
the proposed analysis. All other marks are fr m Hopkins's manuscripts as
reported in Gardner and MacKenzie (1967) an Ludwig (1972). Acute accents
denote, in his words, "the metrical stress, markea in doubtful cases only." Arcs
below the line (~) denote "outrides"; accordimg to his explanation, an arc
"under one or more syllables makes them extrarhetrical: a slight pause follows
as if the voice were silently making its way back to the highroad of the verse."
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Sprung Rhythm

THE WINDHOV R

I caught this mQrning mQrning's minion, king-

dom of daylight's daup~, dapple-dawn-drawn Falc~, in his riding

Of the rQIl~ level !!nderneath~ steady ~ir, rnd striding

High th~, how he rgng upon the rein of a wi pIing wing

In his ~cstasy! then Qff, Qff fQrth on swing,

As a sk~te's h~l sweeps smooth on a bow-ben : the hgrl and gliding

Rebgffed the big wind. My heart in hiding

Stirred for a bird,-the achieve ci, the m~stery f the thing!

Brute beauty and v~lour and ~ct, oh, air, pride, lume, h~re

Buckle, ~ND the fire that breaks from thee th~i' a billion

Times told IQvel&, more d~ngees,«J,,;~__chelalier!

No wQnder obt: sheer plQd makes plough dOW\ sillion

Shine, and blue-bleak ~mbers, ~h my dear

Fall, g~ll thems~lves, and g~sh gQld-vermilion.
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for the scanning of each line immedi tely to take up that of the one before, so
that if the first has one or more syl abies at its end the other must have so
many the less at its beginning; and i fact the scanning runs on without break
from the beginning, say, of a stanza to the end and all the stanza is one long
strain, though written in lines asun er. (Author's Preface:48)9

9Note that the references to the syllable c unt in this passage make no sense at all under the
notion that sprung rhythm counts only the beats and that weak positions take care of themselves.
Note also that there can be overreaving withoht enjambement and vice versa: the concepts are in

I
principle quite independent of each other, although overreaving is for obvious reasons more
natural with enjambement. See Ludwig (1972: 118) for a clear discussion of this point. The poems,
the Author's Preface, and MS readings here and in what follows are cited from Gardner and
MacKenzie 1967.

The basic metrical pattern of both poems has five strong positions per line,
alternating with weak positions. The domain of the strong/weak alternation,
however, is not defined by the division into lines, but by syntactic groupings, or
rather by the phonological phrases tHey induce. The grid of alternating strong
and weak positions can be interrup ed at syntactic boundaries, even in the
middle of a line, by the appearance of an extrametrical weak position called an
"outride." In the absence of such a s tactic boundary, on the other hand, the
grid is continuous, even from one lin to the next. This is what Hopkins refers
to as "overreaving"; for a line to be verrove is
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VlUW ' HURRAHINO IN HARVEST

Summer ~nds~; b~rb~s in beauty, the stooks rise

Around; up a,bQve/what wind-~I! what IQvely beh~viour
Of silk-sack clouds! has wilder, wilful-wavier

- - - - I -

Meal-drift moulded ever and melted across skies?- ---- - - -

I w~lk, I lift up, 1lift !!p heart, eyes,

Down ~ll that glQry in the heavens~f glean our S~viour;

And, eyes, heart, what looks, what lie yet g~ve you a

Rapturous love's greeting of realer, (J)f rounder replies?
- '-.../ -,--, - I - -

And the ~zu~ hung hills are his iQrld-wielding shoulder

Maj~e-as a st~llion st~lw~t, vefl violet-sweet!

These things, these things were h~re nd b!!t the behQlder

W~nting; which two wh~n they Qnc meet,

The heart rears wings bQld and bQld r

And hurls for him, 0 half hurls eart for him off under his feet.- ~ - - '---.-./ - -

. '.
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Rhyme converges with the positional couJ to mark the division into lines.
Rhyme, however may also be "overrove," irl the sense that it is sometimes
completed only at the beginning of the next l~ne. This is a common artifice of
Hopkins's. It seems to be always the SECOND I1jlember of the rhyming pair that
is overrove, never the first: .

(3) ... born, he tells me, of Irish 1

Mother to an English sire (he I
Shares their best gifts surely, fall how tingS will)

(''Tie Bugler's First Communion")

We shall look at outrides and overreaving a bit more closely later on. Our
immediate aim is to gain a clearer understand~ngof the basic metrical pattern
and metrical rules governing sprung rhythm. To this end, we shall investigate
the structure of Hopkins's sprung rhythm po try in the following sections. 10

3. WEAK POSITIONS

The best-known and perhaps most salient feature of sprung rhythm is that
weak positions may remain empty:

lOWe shall set aside for now Hopkins's first poem in sprung rhythm, "The Wreck of the
Deutschland," because its meter is not quite the same as t at of the others. It will be taken up
separately in Section 8. The twenty-six poems we are con med with at this point are listed on
p.339.

The term "sprung rhythm" itself alludes to tlie stress clashes that result from
this option: "I should add that the word Spru~gwhich I use for this rhythm
means something like abrupt and applies b~ rights only where one stress
follows another running, without syllable betjNeen" (Letter to Dixon, 1879).

In MONOSYLLABIC weak positions, all the <l:onstraints of standard meter
apply. A monosyllabic weak position may be I tressed only if it constitutes a
monosyllabic WORD, the same restriction that has been found to hold (with
various qualifications) for all of English sta dard meter (Magnuson and
Ryder 1971; Kiparsky 1975; Bjorklund 1978 . More precisely, the stresses
prohibited in weak positions are not simply an stresses of polysyllabic words
but what are referred to as LEXICAL STRESSES i Kiparsky (1977), where it is
shown that the relevant concept of lexical stres can be characterized in a very
natural way in metrical phonology (Libermah and Prince 1977). Also, see
Hayes (1983) for a somewhat different treatm~nt in terms of metrical grids.
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but not

(7) *... thoughts against thoughts ~ng ained grind

Although I have spoken informally of "fe t," it seems that they are really of no
consequence in sprung rhythm. This is l)ecause the foregoing facts about the
realization of weak positions jointly im ly that there can be no difference in
sprung rhythm between iambic and t ochaic meter or, more generally,
between rising and falling meter. In s aildard meter there are two main
grounds for distinguishing between the : the distribution of line-initial and
line-final weak positions, and the role of bracketing in the metrical rules
(Kiparsky 1977). In sprung rhythm, eak positions can ALWAYS remain
empty, and bracketing plays no role in de ermining the distribution of stressed
syllables, so there is just no unequivocallway to tell rising and falling meters
apart. For the same reason there is also np point in grouping weak and strong
positions together into "feet" in this system.

It is well known that more than one sy lable may occupy a weak position in
sprung rhythm. What has not been realiz d is how very limited the conditions
are under which this may happen:

1. Each syllable in a split weak positi n must be short.
2. Each syllable in a split weak positio must be unstressed, except that the

first syllable of a disyllabic weak p sition may be stressed.

However, sprung rhythm imposes more severe restrictions on weak
positions than standard meter. As Hopkins himself noted, "strict sprung
rhythm cannot be counterpointed"-that is, inversion in successive feet is not
allowed there, such as the "counterpoihted" lines of Hopkins's own "un-
sprung" iambic pentameters: I

(5) a. LovelJ!. / the woods, / wat5irs, / meadQws, / combes, vgJes

r
("In the Valley of the Elwy")

b. The wQrld / is chgrged / with th~ grandeur / of GC}.d
("God's Grandeur")

In fact, "strict sprung rhythm" excludes all inversion of lexical stresses, even at
the beginning of a line or after a syntacti~ break, where it is routinely accepted
in standard meter. Lexical stresses simply may not occur in weak positions.

Apart from these additional restrictio s, the same kinds of monosyllabic
weak positions as in standard meter are allowed in sprung rhythm. In terms
of "feet," both "spondees" and "invert d feet" are allowed, as long as the
previously stated conditions are met. T is can result in "stress maximum"
violations, provided only that the prohi ition against lexical stress in weak
position is respected:

(6) ... thoughts against thoughts In g oans grInd
("Spelt from Sibyrs Leaves")
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The basic definition of syllable length for purposes of this condition is very
simple, although there are some intricate dedils to be recorded.

A syllable is defined as SHORT if it ends in a ~hort syllabic nucleus (vowel or
syllabic sonorant), for example, a, the, steady. (This assumes that single medial
consonants and stop-liquid clusters are syllapified as V-CY.) Otherwise it is
defined as long: king, plod, gash, caught, fprth, and, its, high, hurl; both
syllables of daylight's, blue-bleak, wind-walks; knd the first syllable of morning,
mastery, dangerous, wantingY l

An important provision to be made in applymg this definition is that a single
word-final consonant after an unstressed vowJI may be ignored. 12 The effect is
that final unstressed -VC may be counted as Other long or short. This option
extends to monosyllabic unstressed words uch as in or up as well as to
polysyllabic words such as morning, moulded, r Margaret. The more common
treatment of such unstressed word-final-VC s quences is as short syllables, as
in (king)dom of daylight's, in hls riding Of the rQ/ling, up iibQve, behgviour Of
(from 1.2 of both poems). Their occasional len th will become apparent in the
next section, where we shall find them so etimes occurring in metrical
positions that require long syllables.

When liquid and nasal consonants merg phonetically with preceding
reduced vowels into syllabic sonorants, they may still optionally count as
consonants. Thus, whereas valour, dapple, bu kle, colour, babble, and heaven
can make a weak position, their second sylla Ie can also pass for long in a
pinch. If the liquid or nasal is not counted as a consonant, then o.f course a
consonant that follows it, if word-final, has he option of extrametricality.
This allows even words such as heavens to m ke a weak position, and it lets
reduced and be optionally a short syllable, eq ivalent to it rather than its.

Another special case is CORREPTION: a final I g vowel or diphthong before a
vowel or glide (y, w, h,'r) can count as short, f, r example, How he r!!.ng ("The
Windhover"), Now her ~ll ("Spelt from Sibyl' Leaves"), 0 is he dead rFelix

~ -

Randal"), what in GQd's eye he is ("As Kingfis ers Catch Fire").
In a letter to Bridges, Hopkins fonnul ted some'of -these quantity

conditions himself, though he was referring t standard triple meter rather
than sprung rhythm:

And my quantity is not like "Fiftytwo Bedfor Square", where fifty might
pass but Bedford I should never admit. Not on y so but Swinburne's dactyls
and anapaests are halting to my ear: I neve allow e.g. I or my (that is
diphthongs, for I = a + i and my = ma + i) in he short or weak syllables of
those feet, excepting before vowels, semi-vowels or r, and rarely then, or when

llNonlexical words ending in high and mid vowels, suc as me, you, to, no (but not diphthongs,
e.g., I, my, thou, how), can also be treated as short syllable.

12That is, the final consonant of an unstressed syllable ay be EXTRAMETRICAL (Hayes 1982).



the measure becomes (what is the wortl?) molossic [No: amphibrachic]
thus: ~-~ I~-~ I~-~, for then the first ill almost long. If you look again you
will see.

There was still more to Hopkins's concept of quantity. In the following
passage (the continuation of the passa~ on p. 305) he distinguishes syllabic
quantity and vowel length ("strength" r "gravity" in his terms) and makes
some observations about subphonemic uantity:

We must distinguish strength (or gravity) and length. About length there is
little difficulty: plainly bidst is longer tha bids and bids than bid. But it is not
recognized by everybody that bid, with a at dental, is graver or stronger than
bit, with a sharp. The strongest and, 0 her things being alike, the longest
syllables are those with the circumflex like fire. Any syllable ending ng,
though ng is only a single sound, rna be made as long as you like by
prolonging the nasal. So too n may be pr longed after a long vowel or before a
consonant, as in soon or qnd. In this w y a great number of observations
might-be made: I have put these down random as samples. (Abbott 1955,
Letters I:44)

These remarks show the importanc that Hopkins attached to syllable
quantity, and they make it clear that e approached it through attentive
observation of speech, not orthograph or Latin prosodic conventions. It
might be worth investigating whether ner points of phonetic detail men
tioned in the quoted passage play any r Ie in his verse.

Most commonly, polysyllabic weak positions consist of two short un
stressed syllables, independently of wo d boundary. Compare ktngdom of
daylight's, in his rtding ("The Windhover' 1.2), bf!rbarous in beauty, the stooks
("The Windhover" 1.1), and up abQve, IQ ely behqvior (1.2). Occasionally there
are weak positions of three (sometimes ven four) syllables, always short and
(except for the first syllable in a few cases) always unstressed. In "The
Windhover," there is mqstery of the thtn (1.8); a spectacular example is found
in "Heraclitean Fire" (six-beat line)Y

(8) BQth are in an ~nfqthomable, qll i in an enQrmous dqrk
Drowned.

The first syllable (never the second) ay be stressed. Such trochaic weak
positions in these poems are dapple-, Ie el, steady, and buckle ("The Wind
hover" 1.2,3,10); and summer, heavens, and very ("Hurrahing in Harvest"
1.1,6,10).14 In rare instances, trisyllabic reak positions of this type occurY

13 Many such polysyllabic weak positions are mlrked in the manuscripts with «/'\", to show
that they have "the time of one half foot." Feet co I taining them are called "hurried feet."

140ther examples are -fishers ("As Kingfishers I atch Fire"); cuckoo-{echoing), river-(rounded)
(<<Duns Scotus's Oxford"); regi(mentaL), Nothing (<<The Bugler's First Communion"); yellow,
hollow ("Spell from Sibyl's Leaves"). In the last t 0 cases, the final vowel counts as short by
correption because the next word begins with h.

151 have found only oracle ("Spelt from Sibyl's eaves") and clarion ("Heraclitean Fire").
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Disyllabic prepositions can sometimes b5 treated as unstressed, as in
standard meter (Kiparsky 1977:219-221). It follows then from what we said
above that they can be placed in weak Positi~n if they consist of two short
syllables; compare upon in 1.4 of "The ,.indhover," across in 1.4 of
"Hurrahing in Harvest," and thorough in 1.25 If "The Loss of the Eurydice."
Prepositions with long syllables, such as under, after, between, against, amidst,
and without, never form weak positions. 16

To see the joint import of these restrictions I n stress and syllable length in
weak positions, summarized above in conditidns (1) and (2), let us try some
variations on the beginning of "Hurrahing in Harvest." The line begins with a
weak position filled by Summer. I? The principlelis that a weak position may be
occupied by more than one syllable if they are ail short (in accordance with the
above definition of length) and unstressed, exc pt that if there are only two,
the first may be stressed. Summer is therefore an admissible weak position
because it consists of two short syllables, of wh ch the first is stressed and the
second unstressed. If we replace Summer ends wi h If it ends, or If it will end, or
(with correption) How it ends, I will end, the sult is still acceptable. If we
replace it by any of the following, the resul is excluded for the reasons
indicated:

The first syllable is long and stressed.
*Winter ends
*Autumn ends
*Yet it ends
*Lent will end

The first syllable is long.
*It's the end
*I should end

The second syllable is long and stress d.
*July ends
*The world ends
*The pain ends
*Rebuff ends
*The pang ends
*The flesh ends

The second syllable is long.
*Decade ends
*Penance ends
*If its end

160ccurrences in strong positions: "Henry Purcell" 1.1 ; "Duns Scotus' Oxford" 11.1, 14;
"Felix Randal" 1.13; "Spelt from Sibyl's Leaves" 1.14.

17To MacKenzie (l981a: 90) Hopkins "seems to have prod ced an inevitable hexameter" in this
line, and he objects to the stressed Summer in weak position "a slight I cannot justify").

-



Most commonly, strong pOSItIons are filled by stressed syllables. But
unstressed syllables are also possibl ; compare AND in 1.11 of "The
Windhover" and lines such as these: 20

18The constraint is absolute in the early form f sprung rhythm represented by "The Wreck of
the Deutschland," to be dealt with in Section 8 blow.

19This way of defining phrasal stress will hav significance when we get to outrides (p. 323).
20 Hopkins's diacritic - in (12c) indicates "stro g stress," and occurs only on syllables in strong

position, as distinct from {;\, which "need not ... have the metrical stress." Line (12e) is a first
draft, autograph MS H (Gardner and MacKenzi 1967:286).

Paul Kiparsky

("The May Magnificat")
("Harry Ploughman")

dlJ:.zzle, dim ("Pied Beauty")
ould be one- -

("The Loss of the Eurydice")

a. .§ver so bllJ:.ck on it. Our tale,
wind

b. SqulJ:.ndering ooze to squeezed

a. With swift, slow; sweet, sour;
b. Wept, wjfe; wept, sweetheart,

4. STRONG POSITIONS

--...
otlr oracle! IL~t life, w?!:ned, ah l~t life

("Spelt from Sibyl's Leaves")
dough, cr!!st, dust; stlJ:.nches, stlJ:.rches

("Heraclitean Fire")

Our definition of phrasal stress be ng inherently relational, it does not
extend to phrases consisting of single w rds (including conjuncts, appositions,
etc.). On this reckoning the monosyllab s sweet and wept in these lines (11) are
not phrasal stresses: 19

A strong tendency in standard vers€ is the avoidance of phrasal stress in
weak positions (Kiparsky 1977; HayesI1983). By a phrasal stress, I mean the
peak, or "nuclear stress," of a phrase oontaining more than one constituent.
For example, cadences of the followin type are shunned by poets in varying
degrees, and the austerest of them, suc as Pope, do not allow such cadences
at all:

(9) Be thou / the tenth / Muse, ten / times more / in worth
(Shakespeare, Sonnet 38)

In Hopkins's sprung rhythm this is also a tendency, but not an absolute
constraint, as shown by 1.6 of "HUff hing in Harvest" and examples such
as ... thoughts against thoughts . .. (fro "Spelt from Sibyl's Leaves"), or even
more strikingly:18

(10)

316

(11)

(12) a. M{!.rgar~t, {!.re you gr~ving

b. ClJ:.ndlem{!.s, L{!.dy Day
c. Head and foot, shOiild~r and s ?!:nk
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d. This Jack,jQke, poor pQts.!!:!!!;d, . . . ("Heraclitean Fire")

e. It f~ncies;it deems; dears the ~rtist a ter his ~rt ("The Soldier")
f. That bjrd beYQnd the rem~mbering his free f~lls

("The Caged Skylark")
g. And whq.t when as in this c~se, bqthed 'n high hqllowing grqce?

("The Handsome Heart")

An unstressed syllable can be in strong positi n even when it is between two
stressed syllables that are themselves in weak osition. An example was cited
in Section 3 to illustrate inversion; here are tw others:

(13) a.. .. selfin self steeped andp~shed-q ite
("Spelt from Sibyl's Leaves")

... ah l~t life wind
b. Off h~r once skeined stained veined v riety Iupon, ~ll on tWQ spools;

p~rt, pen, p~ck ("Spelt from Sibyl's Leaves")

It is lines of this kind that have proba ly caused the most trouble.
According to Schneider (1968:89), they

seem to contravene an unbreakable law of [sp ung] rhythm, that the sense
stress always determines the metrical stress. is is a law ... a necessary
condition of sprung rhythm, not an arbitrary r Ie, because there is nothing
else that can determine or create the metrical str ss if the sense does not do so,
a circumstance that makes these departures 0 Hopkins seem particularly
wayward. How he could have failed to be aware f the necessity of this law or
how he could have got around it is a mystery, ye one is forced to suspect that
he did not recognize it. For example, he deli erately invented a symbol
"f;'\" to represent, in his sprung rhythm, a "p use or dwell on a syllable,
which need not however have the metrical stre s" (I, facing p. 262)-which
amounts to a contradiction in terms.

The answer to this important objection, I thi k, is that there is no such law
and that the apparent difficulty is based on a mi conception about the nature
of sprung rhythm. Once we recognize that metri al strong and weak positions
do not by any means translate directly into ph netic stressed and unstressed
syllables, but have a complex realization that rates to quantity as well as to
stress, there is no conceptual difficulty with suc lines. We shall see that these
and other scansions are necessary consequence of the metrical system.

Continuing our examination of strong positi ns, we find that they can be
made up of disyllabic sequences of the same ki ds that can make up a weak
position. For example, in the following line, the word very fills successively a
strong position and a weak position:

(14) This very very day came down to us ilfte a boon he on
("The Bugler's First Communion")



21 This is consistent with Hopkins's statement ( uthor's Preface) that "rests, as in music" are
"natural to Sprung Rhythm," even though "an ex pie is hardly to be found in this book, unless
in the 'Echos' second line" (16b).

22Line (17c) appears in the manuscript as a corr ction from an earlier ... babble and. _.-----

(16) a. Earnest, earthless, ~qual, atty. eable, I vaulty, vol]:!minous, ...
stup~ndous ("Spelt from Sibyl's Leaves")

b. Back beauty, k!lflJ it, beauty, be uty, beauty, .. . from vanishing away
("The eaden Echo and the Golden Echo")

Let us suppose that this represents a genuine metrical option in sprung
rhythm, though it must be considered hig ly marked and, to my knowledge, is
used only in these two examples. 21

There are restrictions on what kin of syllable may occur in strong
positions. These restrictions, like the ones we found for weak positions, involve
quantity and stress together.

By far the most common occupants 0 strong positions are long syllables
with stress (not necessarily lexical stress) They are found in every line. Short
syllables are also permitted in strong posi ions provided that they are stressed.
This must have been Hopkins's intended cansion, at least wherever he marks
an outride directly after a short syllable, a inqz~s("Hurrahing in Harvest"
1.9), and in 22

Other examples of disyllabic Strong pOrSions are

(15) a. Heavengra.vel? WQlfsnow, wQrl of it, wind there
("Loss of the Eurydice")

b. As kingfishers cqtch fire, dragotif/ies draw flqme
("As Kingfishers Catch Fire")

c. Shiveli:fl!!!s and shadowtackle in long lqs@ lace, lqnce, and pair
("Heraclitean Fire")

d. Built thoroughf!!!!: heaven-ro sf!!!!!;s, in gaY-fl.an(fj, they thrQng;

they glitter in mqrcJ!g. ("Heraclitean Fire")

Both syllables of Heaven-, dragon-, sha ow-, and thorough- must be in the
strong position, or the next syllable woul not fit in the weak position. In each
case, the disyllabic sequence is made p of short syllables as previously
defined.

Having found that strong positions ca be split under the same conditions
as weak positions, let us ask whether stro g positions can also be empty under
the same conditions as weak positions. here are indeed two famous eight
beat lines with an empty strong positio ,which is shown in Hopkins's text
by"...":
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(17) a.. .. tossedpjJ~ flaunt fQrth ...

. . . shadowtackle in long 1fJ.sJ!9lace, lfJ.nce. . . ("Heraclitean Fire")
b. Cuckoo-§.ceg,... ("Duns Scotus's Oxford")

c. '" hear him bfJ.bed drop down this n§.st

("The Caged Skylark")

We have already seen that strong positio s admit unstressed syllables.\A
systematic review of those cases reveals a re arkable fact. Whenever a strong
position consists of an unstressed syllable, hat syllable is CLOSED and can
therefore be counted .as LONG according to ur definition of length. Thus, a
strong position can consist of the first syllable of dismember but not of the first
syllable of remember or November:

(18) Disrem§.mbering, dlsm~mbering I fJ.U ow ...

("Spelt from Sibyl's Leaves")

Apparently, then, the metrical rule that g verns strong positions requires
that A SYLLABLE IN STRONG POSITION MUST BE EITIIER LONG OR STRESSED. This
means, then, the following variations on the reviously cited lines would be
unmetrical, under the scansion indicated:

(19) a. *BfJ.rbar~, fJ.re you grieving (vs. MfJ.rga §.t )
b.*Th~ Jack,jQke, poor pQtsherd . .. (vs This )
c. * mQldy and dfJ.mp (vs.... should§.r nd shfJ.nk)

d.* shadowtackle th~ long lfJ.shes lace lfJ.nce . ... (vs... . in . ..)

such strong positions in his
eter:

Interestingly enough, Hopkins does allo
poetry written in STANDARD (counterpointed)

(20) a. Now Time's / Andro / med~ I on this rock rude ("Andromeda")
b. Why do I sinners' I ways prolsper? a d I why must

Dis~/ppointmentI all I I endealvour nd?

"Thou art Indeed Just, Lord")
c. The roll, I the rise, I the calrol, th~ I reation ("To R. B.")

Both strong and weak positions, then, are g verned by conditions that refer
jointly to stress and quantity. In the following ection, we shall investigate the
formal nature of these conditions.

n sprung
wledge, is

in strong
lS, involve

~ syllables
ine. Short
e stressed.
'hemarks
1Harvest"

5. RESOLUTION

In music" are
: book, unless

:Jlnd ...

The relatively greater prominence of the fir t syllable in a disyllabic weak
position in sprung rhythm reminds us of ter ary feet in standard meter. In
conventional dactyls and anapests, the first bu not the second syllable of the

I



where the first syllable of the weak positi n is a subsidiary beat relative to the
second and IS governed by the same metri al rules as the strong position itself.
Should we extend this analysis to spr ng rhythm also? It would 'mean
attributing the restrictions we discovered n disyllabic weak positions to foot
internal relative prominence, manifested n a different way in sprung rhythm
by virtue of being superimposed on a QUANTITATIVE constraint. Because
strong positions can also be divided in prung rhythm, as we have seen, it
would furthermore mean setting up basic metrical patterns of the form
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There is something suspicious about th s approach: ~hy is the order of the
branches rigorously S W everywhere at t e lowest branches, but arbitrary at
the root of the tree?

The alternative to this full tree struct re would be to maintain a simple
binary basic metrical pattern ... WSWS ... (what Prince, 1983, has called
a "perfect grid") and to account for split ats by a metrical rule. This seems
to be the better approach because the q~antitative constraints can then be
abstracted from particular tree position and stated in more general form.
They are really not special to either wea or strong positions at all, but sim
ply to positions of whatever kind. Accor ingly we can introduce a metrical
rule to the effect that CERTAIN KINDS OF DI1YLLABIC SEQUENCES MAY FUNCTION

AS ONE SYLLABLE. Let us call this metrical ule RESOLUTION, identifying it with

(24)

320

(23)

weak position can be occupied by a lexical stress (Kiparsky 1977). Unlike the
fastidious Hopkins, most people readilylaccept anapestic feet with trochaic
words making up the weak position, as if

(21) Oh, say, / can you see / by the darn's / early light

but everyone finds them jarring when iarbbic words are substituted:

(22) *Oh. say.! can you see / by the darn.s / intense light

This has been taken to show (Kiparsky 19 7) that triple meters are really duple
meters with divided weak positions. On possibility is to represent them by
nested binary structures such as
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the equivalences of classical metrics and, cl<i>ser to home, with the familiar
metrical rule that permits two syllables to 0 upy a single metrical position,
provided they are both short (as defined n p. 313) and the second is
unstressed: 23

(25) a. Followed / my banish/ment, and / thz twen/ty years
(Cymbeline 3.3.69)

b. What's He / cuba / to him, / or he / t Hecuba . (Hamlet 2.2.559)
c. And take / my milk / for gall, / you ur/dering ministers

(Macbeth 1.5.49)
d. In the name / of fame / and honor, / hich dies / in the search

. (Cymbeline 3.3.51)

Resolution must be distinguished from e trametricality, and can occur
Independently of it in the same foot, as in (25 ) and (25c).

Resolution and extrametricality both di er in status from the purely
PROSODIC (i.e., "paraphonological" as oppose to metrical) processes of elision
in vowel sequences. 24 These elision process s also figure in Hopkins. An
example in "The Windhover" is ... oh, air, ride (1.9). They are sometimes
marked in the manuscripts by a linking "-,, (' - between syllables slurs them
into one," he says), for example, ... OQur orac e.!, ... off the'Qther ("Spelt from
Sibyl's Leaves"). In sprung rhythm, elision ca apparently change disyllables
into monosyllables, eliminating lexical stresse , as shown, for example, by the
appearance of rescue in weak position in the 'ne

(26) Their rgnsom, their rescue, gndfirst, ?!.st,last/riend
("The Lantern")

To incorporate Resolution formally into t e metrical rules, let us say that
each position in the metrical grid is in princip e filled by a syllable, and let us
add the proviso that certain sequences of hort syllables may (under the
appropriate stress conditions) be treated as UIVALENT to a single syllable.
Specifically, a sequence of short unstressed syllables-its length perhaps
"limited only by ear," as Hopkins says, bu in practice rarely over three
syllables-and a sequence of two short syl ables, of which the second is
unstressed whereas the first may be stressed).

By extending the "syllable" through Resolu ion in this way, we account for
all split beats without complicating the basic etrical pattern for either strong

23Resolution is of course most characteristic of Old nglish, at least for word-internal YCY
sequences, but it remains an option, though steadily deer asing in both scope and importance, in
nearly all later English versification. It is sometimes cl . ed that Resolution is possible only
across certain consonants, but this cannot be sustained eit er for Old English, for Shakespeare, or
for Hopkins.

24See Kiparsky (1977) for justification of this distincti n.



25Hopkihs himself leaned towards this interpret tion of sprung rhythm, stating that "'the feel

are ",sumed to be equally loog", stmng" (see Schtd" 1965,65lf. for discussion).

or weak positions. The basic pattern can now consist simply of an alternating
grid of strbng and weak positions where Jvery position is filled by at most one
"syllable.", I

The metrical rules can then be formulated in a very simple way. The
SYLLABIC conditions are the same for strong and weak positions. Both
positions consist of at most one syllable which may be split by Resolution.
Strong and weak positions differ in two re peets'. As far as the metrical rules are
concerned, they differ in that strong pos tions, but not weak positions, may
be occupied by a lexical stress. Stylisti lly, they also differ in that strong
positions te:nd to be more RIGID. Both of t e marked options, namely, splitting
the beat and leaving the beat empty, are sed much more sparingly in strong
positions than in weak positions.

This approach is preferable for sever I other reasons as well. First, some
kind of Resolution would be needed any ay to account for the occurrence of
more than two short syllables in weak osition because the basic metrical
pattern could hardly be elaborated in an reasonable way for their sake.

Second; treating resolved disyllables as honorary monosyllables explains at
once why the otherwise robust generaliza ion that lexical stresses do not occur
in weak positions apparently breaks d wn for precisely those words, for
example, Summer ll..nds, and the many ot er examples listed in Section 3. By
definitioIl1 a monosyllabic word has no lexical stress. Also by definition, a
resolved disyllable counts as one syllable. herefore such a word does not have
a lexical stress and can freely occur in w ak position.

Moreover, there are indications that opkins himself thought of resolved
disyllables as having the prosodic status f monosyllables. In his commentary
on "PiedBe<;iuty," MacKenzie (1981a) tates: "By means of a great colon
between t~e words he marked 'dappled t ings' as consisting of two monosyl
labic feet (one of many eccentricities in hi own scansions of his poems)." The
reference 1S to the mark ":", which invaria ly denotes an empty weak position.
From our point of view, the scansion of appled: things as two monosyllabic
feet is not at all "eccentric" but simply ta es Resolution into account.

The quh.ntitative restrictions on the spl tting of beats embodied in the rules
for Resolution make sense if sprung r ythm is viewed as a sequence of
alternating isochronous strong and wea positions. If each strong position
and each weak position is perceived as ha ing a certain overall length value, it
is natural that when two or more syllable are to be crowded into the allotted
quantum, they must be short, and thr e or four syllables constitute the
absolute upper limit. 25

I: I II I III II

322 Paul Kiparsky
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6. OUTRIDES

The majority of "outrides" consist of a single unstressed syllable. However,
as in standard meter, an outriding syllable can be stressed, or long, or both.
The most common kind of stressed outride is the second member of a
compound, for example, wind-w-E!!5s ("Hurrahi g in Harvest"); moon~,
sU1.rmf~1 ("Henry Purcell"); drayhorse ("Felix andal"); and p!:!:ff~, rough
c~, whitew~h, shivel!:!!.!!Ss, firedJ!g, PQts&!Jl (" eraclitean Fire").

Phrasal stress is rare in outrides, as it is in we k positions, but it does occur.
A clear example is in 1.6 of "The Windhover" ( . 309), where heel is marked
as an outride in the manuscript. By our relation I definition of phrasal stress,
monosyllabic phrases do not have phrasal stress and in fact, it seems that they
show up a bit more freely as outrides:

(27) a. Thy tears that touched my heart, 0!:!1, fl.(g, poor Ffl.lix Rqndal
("Felix Randal")

b. Of now done dqrkness I wretch lay wr~s ling with26 (my GQd!) my GQd
("Carrion Comfort")

Disyllabic (and less often trisyllabic) outride are also possible. In such
outrides, all syllables are short and unstress d, as predicted: b~rb~,
r~ptu~s, _~z~o1fJ,hy'rls f~m, earth for h m (all from "Hurrahing in
Harvest"), T~nd~m ("Felix Randal").

In sum, outrides can be realized in all the arne ways as regular weak
positions, and in no others. 27 We can simply t ink of them as extra weak
positions permitted between a strong position nd a syntactic boundary. 28

The possibility and range of polysyllabic outride follows directly from Reso
lution. Again it is not necessary to complicate th basic metrical grid for their
sake. .

Outrides are used only in the longer meters (p ntameters and hexameters).
We shall see later that there is an excellent reaso for this.

26This and the preceding syllable would have to be outrides n the proposed scansion. Another
reading in the same manuscript actually marks it so (Ludwig 1 72:354): OJ. now done. darkness I
wretch lay wrestling with our great God.

'----" '-'"
27This fits with Hopkins's own statement that outrides ha the value of "half feet" (Author's

Preface).
28The only apparent exception I am aware of is in 1.120 "Carrion Comfort," where hand

in h~-~ling is marked as an outride. It is written in t manuscript on top of an earlier
version heaven-j0-!!7, where -fo!£,e is a normal monosyllabic 0 tride, so it is apparently an error
that has crept in as a result of hurried revision (Ludwig 1972: 07).

•



7. METRICAL RULES

As might be expected, Hopkins stret hes the syntactic conditions to the
limit and puts outrides into places ~h re they are rarely seen in standard
meter. They appear at the end of a nonn phrase before prepositional
complements, at the end of a subject no n phrase, and even on an adjective
modifier (always the first if there are sev ral). See 1.3,6 of "The Windhover,"
1.1,8.9 of "Hurrahing in Harvest," arid

(28) a.. .. tossed pill!!!!} flaunt F2rth ("Heraclitean Fire")

b.... the rarest-veined unraveller . . . ("Duns Scotus's Oxford")- -'--' -
c. . .. the r{!n4f!!!j grim fQrge . ; . ("Felix Randal")

The unusual prominence of these synt ctit boundaries in Hopkins's poetic
language is revealed not only in their pow r to interrupt the meter for outrides,
but also directly in the syntax itself, In c anicteristic liberties of word order:
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("Wreck of the Deutschland")
ther and fond

("In the Valley of the Elwy")

a. Of the rolling [level undern~ath ini]AP steady air, ...
\......) '-'"

("The Windhover")
b. Thou mastering me

God!
c. Being mighty a master, being a

324

(29)

Putting "together the results of the bove discussion, we arrIve at the
following system of metrical rules:

BASIC PATTERN AND METRICAL RULES

1. A line consists of a fixed number f strong positions alternating with
weak positions.

2. A position corresponds to at most ne syllable.
3. Resolution: A sequence of short syll bles may count as one syllable if all

are unstressed. Two short syllables ay count as one also if the first is
stressed.

4. A syllable in weak position cannot aye lexical or phrasal stress..
5. A syllable in strong position must etther long or stressed.
6. Outrides: Before a pause, a strong p sition may be followed by an extra

weak position.

Rules 1, 3, and 6 figure also in standard meter, albeit the role of Resolution
there is relatively marginal. What distin uishes sprung rhythm structurally
from standard meter are rules 2,4, and 5. ule 2, in its sprung rhythm version,

I I I J I
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is less restrictive than the corresponding rul of standard meter in that it
permits empty positions, excluded in standard eter (apart from headless lines
in Middle English and Early Modern Englis verse). Rules 4 and 5, on the
other hand, rule out certain options that are pe itted in standard meter. Rule
4 makes no allowance for lexical stresses in s ecial positions, such as at the
beginning of a line or phrase in standard m ter. Rule 5 does not apply in
standard meter at all. Thus the modificati ns of the metrical rules are
complementary. The freedom of leaving weak sitions empty is compensated
for by their obligatory lack of lexical stress an by the added restrictions on
strong positions.

This has two important corollaries. First, as e noted before, the distinction
between rising and falling meters is lost. 29 The s cond corollary is that there is
a single base consisting of alternating strong a d weak positions; no separate
ternary base is needed. Thus, Hopkins's remar s about anapests, peons, and
so forth refer, from our point of view, not to the nderlying metrical grid but to
the rhythmic pattern that results from the reali ation of the grid positions by
the metrical rules.

The upshot is that in spite of the novelty of i s rhythmic effects, Hopkins's
poetry really is based on quite traditional p ·nciples. It applies modified
versions of the familiar metrical rules to the fa ..ar English meters, primarily
tetrameters, pentameters, and Alexandrines, rranged in largely familiar
stanza forms such as sonnets. Moreover, the in eterate principles governing
extrametricality and Resolution are also retaine ,or revived; the options they
permit are used very liberally but not really in nprecedented ways.

8. VARIETIES OF SPRUNG RHYTHM

In Section 3, I quoted a statement of Hopkin s about the impossibility of
counterpoint in "strict sprung rhythm." What is the force of "strict" here? Is
there some less strict variety of sprung rhythm wh re that restriction is lifted? I
conjecture that the nonstrict variety of sprung rh thm is the meter of a small
group of experimental poems in which features f standard meter, including

29 Hopkins repeatedly stated as much and vacillated on w ich way it was more convenient to
represent sprung rhythm: "And though it is the virtue of sprung rhythm that it allows of
'dochmiac' or 'antispastic' effects or cadences, when the verse uddenly changes from a rising to a
falling movement, and this too is strongly felt by the ear, yet n account of it is taken in scanning
and no irregularity caused, but the scansion always treated, c nventionally and for simplicity, as
rising." (1882). "... for it is a great convenience to follow the ex mple of music, and take the stress
always first, as the accent or the chief accent always comes first in a musical bar." (Author's
Preface).



inversion of lexical stresses, are inte ·xed with sprung rhythm. 30 Consider
this distich of trimeters from "Broth rs":

30"But in some of my sonnets I have min ed the two systems: this is the most delicate and
difficult business of all." (Letters 1:45).

31 In the second part (stanzas 11-35) the fi st line has three beats instead of two.
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(30) Nature, bad, base, and blind,
Dearly thou canst be kind

The scansion Nf!:ture, bad, bgse, ar,d blind, Dearly thou cf!:nst be kind is
impossible because -ture, bad and -ly f~oU cannot be weak positions. We might
suppose that -ture and-ly are outrid ,but this poem otherwise does not have
any (recall from Section 6 that outri es are generally absent from Hopkins's
trimeter and tetrameter verse). It mig t seem that our theory is in trouble here.
Luckily, Hopkins's note on the poe reveals that this particular poem is a
special case: "Sprung rhythm; three eet to the line; lines free-ended and not
overrove; and reversed or counterp inted rhythm allowed in the first foot."
(Gardner and Mackenzie 1967:279, my italics.) On this understanding, the
scansion is unproblematic:

(31) Naty:re, bad, bf};se, and blind,
Dearll thou cf!:nst be kind

The only instances of inversion f lexical stresses without a preceding
syntactic boundary are in two lines 0 "Ashboughs," an unfinished poem with
uncertain readings and scansion m rks that "appear to be experimental"
(Gardner and MacKenzie 1967:313)

(32) Fast Qr they in c/f!:mmyish l~ htentJ4r cQmbs creep
They touch: their wJJd weath .r-swung t4lons sweep

With allowance made for these ex riments, the analysis worked out in the
preceding sections accounts for all 0 Hopkins's sprung rhythm poems except
"The VV"reck of the Deutschland," t ,first poem he wrote in that meter. It is
also his longest poem, in eight-line tanzas with a pattern of 2-3-4-3-5-5-4-6
beats. 31 Its meter is sprung rhythm n the sense that weak positions may be
empty or polysyllabic, but it differs s stematically from all the later poems in
several important respects. Because his variety of sprung rhythm is in some
ways closer to standard meters, we c n refer to it (without attaching any great
significance to the label) as "semispr ng" rhythm, as opposed to the "normal"
sprung rhythm we have been exami ing up to now.

One special feature of "The W ck" explicitly mentioned by Hopkins
himself is that it has no outrides. I deed, Hopkins at first thought outrides
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I

impossible in sprung rhythm (Letters 1:45) and later changed his mind, using
them with great freedom in his last poems. I

Second, semisprung rhythm requires that syllables in strong positions be
stressed. The stresses need not be lexical, for stre sed monosyllables of course
qualify, as well as any subsidiary stresses of pol syllabic words:

Lines with unstressed strong positions, such as those discussed in (13) are
entirely absent.

Third, as if in compensation, the conditions n weak positions are more
permissive than they are in normal sprung rhyth . As far as stress and syllable
length are concerned, polysyllabic weak positi ns of semi-sprung rhythm
are in fact almost as free as the weak positions f traditional anapests. They
admit stressed syllables, provided they are no lexical stresses or phrasal
peaks: 32

lsider

~nd is
night
:have
kins's
:here.
n IS a
d not
foot."
g, the

(33) a. Of his gQing in GgJUee
b. Of a coifed sisterhood
c. And thewQrd of it s?l.criflced

(stanza 7)
(20)
(22)

:eding (34) a.

n with b.

ental" c.
d.

e.
f.

(13)
(13)

Y~t did the dark side of the bay of thy l~ssing (12)
Take settler and seamen, tell men with Xmen (12)
The Deutschland, on S~nday, and SQ the sky keeps (13)
And she beat the bank down with her bo s and the- -
ride of her keel (14)
With a rope's ~nd round the m(J.n, hgndy and br?l.ve- (16)
A released shower, let fl?l.sh to the shf!e, not a ljghtning
offire h?l.rd-hurled (34)

Of course weak positions in sprung rhythm m y consist of more than two
syllables in the phonological sense, but they adm t the same kinds of syllable,
except only that lexical stresses of the dawn's ear y light or Fifty-two Bedford
Square variety are excluded, and we have already een (Section 3) that Hopkins
objected to them even in standard anapestic met r. Apparent cases of lexical
stresses in weak position are all accounted for y Resolution and elision as
previously described: 33

(35) a. Sitting Eastnortheast, in cursed qU?l.rter, the wind
b. Wiry and white-fiery and whf!lwind-swiv lled snowopkins

utrides

in the
except
:r. It is
;-5-4-6
lay be
ems III

1 some
ygreat
)rmal"

cate and

32Line (34f) is a difficult line. I am not happy with this s nsion. But the one proposed by
Gardner and MacKenzie (1967:263) makes A released a wea position, which goes against the
sprung rhythm system and has no support in the manuscript.

33 Gardner and MacKenzie (1967:263) suggest for (35e) ... haven-haven ... , against Hopkins's
own accent mark and the constraints of sprung rhythm.

I(



9. METER AND STYLE

34Medial syllabic sonorants, as in chivalry 36b), mu~t as far as I can see always be counted as
short vowels.

'1, ••,

(31)

(11)

Paul Kiparsky

FOR SEMISPRUNG RHYTHM

c. Never-~ldering revel and rive of youth (18)
d. StQrm flakes were scrQll-lea ed flow;rs, lily showers-sweet

heaven was astrew in them (21)
e. Rem~mber us in the roads, t e heaven-ht!.ven 0 the rew~rd (34)

There are even a couple of instan es of d~ctylic words with THREE short
syllables making up a weak position, suggesting the need for a more general
Resolution rule. 34

BASIC PATTERN AND METRICAL R

1. A line consists of a fixed num er of strong positions alternating with
weak positions.

2. A strong position corresponds 10 one syllable.
3. A weak position corresponds t zero or more syllables.
4. Resolution: A sequence of sh rt syllables may count as one syllable

provided only the first is stress d.
5. A syllable in weak position can ot hav~ lexical or phrasal stress.
6. A syllable in strong position m st be stressed.

(36) a. Let him easter in us, be a da spring t'o the dimness of us, be a
crimson-cresseted east (35)

b. Our heart's charity's hearth' fl!e, oilr thought's chivalry's
thrQng's LQrd (35)

The stylistic range made possible exploiting these variables is shown by
the following six-beat lines from the same poem. The length of the second
example is achieved entirely without he use of outrides!

(37) a. The sour scythe cringe, and he blear sh~re cQme
b. St~rtle the poor sheep back! is theshjpwrack then a

h~rvest, does t~mpest carry he grain for thee?

We modify the rules of Section 7 t r semisprung rhythm as follows.

328

Hopkins's claim that "Sprung Rh thm is really quite a simple matter" may
be somewhat exaggerated, but at a y rate he was not far off the mark in
declaring that it is "as strict as the ther rhythm" and that his licences are
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"counterbalanced" by his strictn.ess. As we hav seen, the increased degree of
freedom in the metrical rules along one dimen ion is indeed offset by added
restrictions along another. This is the answe to the charges that sprung
rhythm is arbitrary. In fact, sprun.g rhythm leav very little leeway in scansion.
What have been perceived as stylistic quirks in opkins's poems are, as a rule,
actually principled consequence~ of the metric I system.

MacKenzie (1981a:239) writes:

In practice, Hopkins frequently incorporates in prong Rhythm verse some
lines which the normal reader unconsciously tre ts as Free Verse intrusions
because they clearly have more candidates ~ r stresses than Hopkins's
avowed pattern allows (e.g. "The, Wreck', st. 1, ll. ,2; st. 35, ll. 7, 8; 'Hurrahing
in Harvest', lJ; 'Brothers' [the reference is to lines ,5,11, 19,23,25,28,30,32]
Hopkins would no doubt have jOstified these lin by declaring that some of
the stresses were secondary ones, emphasized i recitation but treated as
without stress in metrical analysis ...

For the first example cited by MacKenzie, t e beginning dimeter line of
"The Wreck of the Deutschland," Gardner and acKenzie (1967:257) in their
standard edition suggest the following scansion:

Thou mastering me
God!

In fact mastering cannot possibly be accommodat d within a weak position in
sprung rhythm, whether or not reatl with seconda stress (which would in any
case be most unnatural). The correct analysis mu t be

(39) Thou m~stering m~

God!

The last two lines of the poem, al~o included in acKenzie's list of poten
tial free verse intrusions, scan as follows:

I

(40) a. Pride, rQse, prince, h~ro of us, hjgh-pri..est
b. Our heart's charity's hearth's fjre, our t ughts' chivalry's thrQng's

Lord

In fact, everyone of the lines questioned by acKenzie has a scansion
consistent with out proposed theory, and in nearly very case, this scansion is
moreover uniquely determined.

However, by emphasizing the role of quantit in the actual system of
metrical rules of sprung rhythm, I db not mean to d ny its expressive function
in the individual poems. On the corttrary, many ti es the metrical principles
we have discussed help to put the rhythmic characte of the poems into clearer
focus. The options allowed by the system of spr ng rhythm are used in

-
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35Hopkins in fact called it "the longest sonnet ev r written" and said: "This sonnet shd. b~

almost sung: it is most carefully timed in tempo rubat ." (Letters 1:246).

(42) Cloud-p7!...ffb...!!:!J, torn t'!lts, tossedpi~ Iflaunt fQrth, then ch~vy on an

air-

built thQroughfeJ: heaven-royster rs, in gay-~ Ithey thrQng; they

glitter in m(l.rc!:9.

Down roughe, down d(l.zzling w itew...!!:!J, Iwher~ver an ~lm (l.rches,

Shivelif!!!!J and shadowtackle in 10 9 Il~sl!:91ace, l(l.nce, and pair.

Delightfully the bright wind boist rous Iropes, wr~stles, beats earth

bare
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stylistically very different ways in different poems. The abrupt rhythm of the
ejaculation "Pied Beauty" could not be more unlike the solemn flow of
meditative elegies such as "Spelt from Siby 's Leaves" and "Heraclitean Fire";
their meter is identical, but it is deployed i entirely different ways in them by
varying the number and length of the syl abIes within the metrical bounds.

Let us take a brief look at how these tric s with tempo are done. We saw in
Section 5 that Resolution has the effect of Ireating stress clashes in sequences
such as dappled things (in "Pied Beauty"). I fact, Resolution and stress clashes
are the key to the rhythmic peculiarity of th s "curtal" sonnet. (This is of course
why Hopkins thought to mention the str ss clash in his comments on the
poem.) In a mere ten lines, it contains thirt en resolvable sequences (dappled,
couple-colour, stipple, upon, plotted, fallow, tackle, original, [what] ever, fickle,
freckled, adazzle), which add to the stress c ashes created by regular back-to
back stressed monosyllables, either in weak strong or strong-strong alignment
(e.g., with swjft, slow; sweet, sour; adazzle, dim).

"Spelt from Sibyl's Leaves" is a beautiful xample of the other extreme in the
broad stylistic range of sprung rhythm. ith eight beats per line, predomi
nantly falling rhythm, extralong syllables, umerous polysyllabic words, and
nearly every line full of internal syntactic reaks, this may well be the most
linguistically massive poetry in the English I nguage. 35 It is difficult to imagine
its sheer weight matched with the resource of conventional meter.

(41) Earnest, earthless, ~qual, attyneab e, Ivaulty,
vol!!.minous, ... stup~ndous

~vening strg.ins to be time's V(l.st, I Qmb-of-all, hQme-of-all,
hearse-of-all night

With six beats per line, and quite diffe ent in its rhythm, is "Heraclitean
Fire":
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Squf!.ndering ooze to squeezed Idough, r~st, dust; stf!.n.ches, stf!.rches

Squf!.droned mf!.sks cmd mf!.nmarks Itre 'dmire toil th~re

Footfretted i!!JJ. Mlllion-f~@, Inf!.tur "s bflnfi3 b~rnsfln.

This poem projects a more dynamic view of na hre. Nature is ~ot in~xorably
winding down to its ultimat~ doom as in "Spel from Sibyl's Leaves"; here it
exists as a constant cycle of physical forces. A .d here nature is not merely
diverse as in "Pied Beauty"; it is endlessly muta .Ie. The metrical style of this
poem contributes to the expression of this dy amism through its predomi
nantly rising rhythm, numerous outrides, and 'any stressed weak positions.

I have been assuming throughout that the fix :d features of sprung rhythm
constitute the meter and that the variable featur 's are its stylistic par~meters.

It has been suggested that this way of drawing th :line between meter ~nd style
puts too much into meter and too little into style. At least in discussions of the
English iambic pentameter tradition it has bee' held that the term "meter"
should be reserved for what is common to the 'hole tradition, and that the
particular variants of the tradition characteris ic of particular penods or
poets, however neatly demarcated, are to be cons'dered metrical style~. In the
absence of a general theory of meter, the disti ction seems to be hugely a
terminological one. Certainly the differences be een, say, Chaucer, Shake
speare, Milton, Pope, Browning, and Frost a e fully as significant and
systematic as the features tiley all share. So it is at least convenient and
heuristically advantageous to have a concept of eter rich enough to allow
those systematic differences to be dealt with. To raw the line betweeh meter
and style in a principled way, we will first hav to resolve various poorly
understood deeper issues lurking here, which are' omewhat analogous to the
equally thorny problems of grammar versus styl~ in linguistics.

Hopkins himself evidently held a position co. patible with ours. In the
passage quoted as our epigraph, he distinguish s between three l~vels of
metrical organization: its efv~z, "the writing it s mehow"; its eb elv~z, "the
writing it as it should be written"; and the limits 0 "ear and taste." We might
identify these three levels respectively with the bas c ... WSWSW ... metrical
grid, the metrical rules, and the relevant stylist c factors, such as tempo.
Writing sprung rhythm as a mere alternation f stressed and unstressed
syllables would be "writing it somehow." Observ. ng the metrical rules with
their intricate conditions on both stress and quanti y would be "writing it as it
should be written." And using the options permitte~ by the metrical rules in an
effective way would be a matter of "ear and taste." For example, it is possible
"to use any number of slack ~yllables, limited oni by ear" (see the quote in
Section 1) because the metrical rule of Resolutio indeed does not put any



10. HOPKINS'S MARKING OF BEAT

Hopkins put various accents and squi gles into the text of his poems to
"mark where the reader is likely to istake." As we have seen, these
marks are, for the most part, not neces ary to a reader who understands
how sprung rhythm works, but that is not the kind of reader Hopkins had in
mind. They show the location of the stron position ("in doubtful cases only"),
the type of weak position (empty, heavy, 'hurried"), as well as other metrical
features such as "outrides" and caesuras, a d occasionally, they even show the
way a passage is supposed to be recited (s accato, rallentando).

Hopkins stated the meaning of the diacritics clearly, but we must
reconstruct by ourselves the rationale f, r the scansions they mark. Even
Hopkins's most sympathetic friends di not understand it, and modern
commentators also express puzzlement or even indignation. Schneider
(1968: 86-93) speaks of "pure idiosyncras ," "eccentric markings," "arbitrary

upper limit on the length of a sequence of short unstressed syllables that may
count as one "syllable." It is only at the styl stic level that the ear sets a practical
limit of three or four.

The interplay of metrical and stylistic considerations is probably also a
factor contributing to Hopkins's fabul usly complicated syntax. Milroy
(1977:116) observes that "the requiremen s of traditional metre are so strong
that they force poets to depart considerabl from the syntax and vocabulary of
ordinary speech or prose," a point that Y umans (1983) cleverly exploits as a
tool for metrical research. Accepting t e conventional picture of sprung
rhythm as a particularly loose kind of meter, Milroy thinks that sprung
rhythm "tends to free Hopkins from these ammatical shackles, and does not
in itself enforce syntactic liberties." Quoti g Keats' line

(43) And silent was the flock in woolly fold.

Milroy remarks: "Keats cannot write 'n its woolly fold.' Given sprung
rhythm, Hopkins could if he wished." In view of our previous conclusions,
this is not correct. Hopkins could not h ve written its there either; because
of its long second syllable, in its is not a ermissible weak position. Whether
he would have wanted to if he could is as parate question. We cannot ascribe
every deviant construCtion in Hopkins to the exigencies of sprung rhythm.
Hopkins clearly valued the expressive pOrer of "heightened" language, and
successive revisions in the manuscripts sh w only increased syntactic density.
This does not have to mean that metrica factors are quite irrelevant to the
syntax, and it is possible that subtler tech iques can show their effect.
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wrenchings," and "strange readings" whose "un ccountability may as well be
acknowledged." Let us look more closely at two specific aspects of the
problem. First, why does Hopkins often show t e metrical strong position on
an unstressed syllable when it could have bee, put more "naturally". on a
neighboring stressed syllable? Second, why does he bother to designate certain
syllables as extrametrical "outrides" when it seeb~ they could just as well be .
accommodated in the regular weak position all ed by the metrical pattern?

Here are some cases in which Hopkins's own cansion has troubled critics.
In the following lines, the manuscripts have an ccent mark (') indicating a
metrical beat on an unstressed syllable, leaving a eighboring str~ssed syllable
in the weak position. Given the theory prop sed here, these seemingly
capricious inversions are actually the only analy es the meter will allow.

(44) I w~lk, I ljft up, I lift tJp heart, eyes ("Hurrahing in Harvest")

MacKenzie (1981a:90) comments that "heart s ems far more deserving of
stress than I or up." However, any scansion other than Hopkins's own phts a
stressed or long syllable into a disyllabic weak po ition, for example, I w~lk, I
lift ~p, I Uft up heart, eyes (the first lift is misplac ), I wgJk, I lift up, I lift up
heart, eyes (the first up is misplaced). Whether the ine is a rhythmic succ~ss is
another matter, but there is at any rate nothing rbitrary about its medical
analysis.

(45) Where, s~lfwrung, s~lfstrung, sheathe- and h~lterless, thoughts ag6inst
thoughts in groans grind (" pelt from Sibyl's Leaves")

Unquestionably a gorgeous line, but apparently w'th two beats out of plhce:
"Most readers will want a stress upon groans.' (MacKenzie 1981a:163).
However, this is ruled out by the principles of spru g rhythm, as are all other
more "natural" scansions. If the strong position w re shifted forward from in
to groans, the long syllable thoughts would land ill gaIly in a disyllabic weak
position. If the strong position were shifted forwar from against to thoughts,
the same problem would be there with -gainst.

(;;\ ... how it h~ngs or h1J.rls
(46) Them-broadin bluff hide his frowning Ie lashed! r~ced

With, alQng them. . . ("Harry Ploughmah")

"Both the stress on in and the absence of it on la hed where the exclama
tion point immediately follows are to me particu arly incomprehensible."
(Schneider 1968 :90). But if the first beat were on bro d 36 instead of on in, the

36The dotted arc marks a "pause or dwell on a syllable, whi h need not however have the
metrical stress" (MS A:184).

-
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stressed syllable bluff would end up in a disyllabic weak position. If it were on
bluff itself, the long syllable broad wou d be misplaced. If lashed were to get the
beat of either feet or raced, an inadmi sibly heavy weak position would result,
namely, -lng feet and raced With a, re pectively (in the latter case, by virtue of
overreaving).

37The double grave accent .. was used y Hopkins to mark stressed syllables in weak
position---':"-"~tresses of sense, independent of the natural stress of the verse" (MS A:184). As
mentioned iIi Section 8, these lines have "coun erpointing," exceptional in sprung rhythm.

Let's return now to extrametrical ositions, or "outrides." The traditional
prejudice that sprung rhythm is a rath r loose measure that lets weak positions
be filled by any combination of uns ressed syllables leads some scholars to

11. HOPKINS'S MARKING OF 0 TRIDES

(47) ... self in self steeped and p hed-quite
("Spelt from Sibyl's Leaves")

If either of the self's had the beat (ins ead of in as in the text), there would be
no legitiJ:hate metrical position for th other.

(48) a. Fdst i}.r they in cl(1mmyish 14 h-tend~r combs creep
b. Apgrt wide gnd they n~stle a heaven most hjgh
c. They touch: their wlJd weath r-swung tglons sweep

1
("Ashboughs" 1.5-7)

In line 5, titey and combs cannot hav the beat because the long syllables of
Fast and tender would then be unmet~callY placed. 37 In line 6, the beat on and
could not be moved to the right or t the left because an unmetrical ternary
foot would result in either case. In line 7, the inversion on weather is required if
swung is to be legitimate in weak pos·tion. .

(49) Their rgnsom, their r~scue, g d first, fgst, last friend
("The Lantern")

The long ~yllables of and, rescue, a their cannot be in a disyllabic weak
position~ This forces the scansion of he manuscript including the elision in
rescue and in and. (See Section 5 on t e elision.)

I condutle that the scansions indic ted in the poet's own manuscripts are
entirely cohsistent with the theory of prung rhythm proposed here and that,
for the most part, they are the ONLY s ansions consistent with it.
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question the whole concept of outrides: "It see s to me possible to describ~

the rhythm of 'The Windhover' without recour~e to the notion of outrides"
(Milroy 1977:131); "All sprung rhythm verses oouldjust as well be scanned
without outrides" (Ludwig 1972:210). The COntUSion of Ludwig's detailed
study is that the outride has no structural ro e, serving merely to signai
syntactic constituency, caesuras, and stress. Fro this view, no sense can be
made ~ither of the precision of ~opki~~'s n~t~tion for outrides, of hii
theoretical concern for them, or of hIS explIcIt wa mng that they "are not to be
confused with dactyls and paeons." If outrides ould always be accommo
dated in the weak position, why was this distincfon worth making at all?

From Hopkins's point of view, the possibility f outrides follows from the
quantitative interpretation of metrical structure. The meter is' "reset" at the
pauses associated with syntactic breaks:

... [Outrides] seem to hang below the line or ride rward or backward from
it in another dimension than the line itself, ~ccordin to a principle needless to
explain here.

... An outriding foot is, by a sort of contradiction, a ecognized extra-metrical
effect; it is and is not part of the metre; not part of 't, not being counted, but
part of it by producing a calculated effect which t lIs in the general success.

. . . A slight pause follows as if the voice were silent y making its way back to
the highroad of the verse. (Letter 1:262)

Outriding feet are exactly complementary to "0 errove" lines. Outrides are
extra weak positions, permitted even inside a line here a syntactic boundary
interrupts the measure. Overreaving is a close syn actic juncture across lines,
in which the strict alternation of weak anti stron positions must be main
tained in the absence of a syntactic boundary.

In any case, the principles of extrametricality m st be assumed and applied
exactly as Hopkins applied them if our theory of prung rhythm is to make
any sense. Treat an outride as a regular weak positi n, and the meter is almost
always impaired. For example, in "Heraclitean Fi e" (see p. 330) the second
syllable is marked as an outride in marc.!:!ks (1.3), but not in its ostensibly
parallel rhymes arches, parches, starches. The re son is that .. , mf!:rches.
II Down rQY9hcast ... would otherwise have an overlong weak position.
The other, rhyming disyllables abut the following strong position directly:
f!:rches, II Shjpelights, pf!:rches II Squf!:ndering, stf!:rch s II Squf!:droned. Further
examples:

(50) R4.ptu!!!!!J love's greeting of realer, of roun er replies

If the unstressed syllables of rapturous were not e trametricaI, they would
have to be counted as making up the weak position t gether with the stressed
syllable love, which is impossible.
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(51) a. (king-)dom of daylight's d~pe, dapple-dawn-drawn falc!!J, in his
riding I

b. Of the rQI~g levelljndernJath hJ!!z steady 4.ir, 'an'd striding .
I

Schneider (1968:97-98) writes: "T e third line seems to me injured by the
poet's explicit charge that undernea h is to be read with two stresses and the
preceding level with none, which seems an unhappy distortion of both
meaning and rhythm." But because level is medically equivalent to a mono
syllable by Resolution and under- annot be resolved, only the poet's scan
~ion will do. Far from distorting eaning and rhytluh, the outrides neatly
mark the syntactic boundaries ar nd the preposed adjective phrase level
underneath him, which might other 'se be miscdntrued, ~ Ludwig (1972:203)
notes; his observation gains force nee we recognize that these outrides are
completely determined by the metrO al system.

(52) This Jack, jQke , poor pQtshe d, Ipatch, m(ltchwood, immQrtal diamond,
_ Is immortal diamond.

Strikingly, -sherd, but not the appar ntly quite parallel '-wood, is marked as an
outride. Far from being an inconsi tency (Ludwig 1972:206), it shows again
how carefully syllables are weighed n sprung rhythm. Clearly, both stress and
length prevent -sherd, patch from fo ing a disyllabic we~k position, whereas
wood im- qualifies on both counts.

This does not by any means impl that outrides are just a cheap way to save
the meter. Hopkins objected to this rivialization strongly himself: "'Outriding
feet,' that is parts of which do not ount in the scannihg (such as you find in
Shakespeare's later plays, but as a I cence, whereas mine are rather calculated
effects" (Letters, II: 15).

The "calculated" nature of outri es is shown by the milllY cases in which it
would have been metrically more s raightforward NOT to have them. Several
times he marks' the ending -ed as syl abic only s6 as to have it then figure as an
outride (Ludwig 1972:207):

(53) Cuckoo-~ch~, bell-swfJ. rt:!!1, lark-ch(lr11J:!Jl, rook-r(lcked, river-

rounded ("Duns Scotus's Oxford")

The outrides thereby created com ine here with Resblution (in Cuckoo-) to
produce a steady triple surface rhy hm, which is continued through the next,
line, after which the poem abruptl changes td a duple rhythm. Once the -ed
endings are pronounced as separ te syllabld, the nieter forces them to b~

outrides, but of course it is onl the rhythmic integrity of the line that
motivates this pronunciation in th first place:

In another kind of "calculated effect," an outriding scansion empties i
regular monosyllabic weak positi n, actually complicating the scansion. Itt

III I



38The stress clash is noted in Hopkins's manuscri~twith the "g eat colon" sign (:), cf. Section 5.

d. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Our interpretation of sprung rhythm has reveal d an orderly patterning in
the poems themselves, far too specific tb have ari en by chance. It also fits
rather well with Hopkins's own attempts to explai what he was tryirtg to do.
Finally, it is entirely consistent with his intended scansions where they are
shbwn in the manuscripts, and it very l~rgely exp ins the features of those
sC<;lnsions that have s'truck critics as strange and ar itrary.

We have vindicated Hopkins's boast tpat his lin s "are not rl1ythtn run to
seed: everything is weighed and timed in them" (Lett rs, I: 157). Sprung rhythm
turns out to be a tight meter whose main new featu e is that it regul~tes both
stress and syllable length. It is probably the first ti e in Englisll pobhy that
thi~ has been pulletl off, setting aside Old Engl sh in which R~solutiorl

constitutes a quantit~tive element of sorts. A group f Elizabethan poets had
tried to put together a quantitative metrics for Englis ,but theirversetastes of
paper, apparently because they were hung up on sp lling and L~tin prosody
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this line the outridihg scansion of pinio'ns creates an implicit stress dash at the
precise point of copision betweeh the long rising et that begin the lihe and tI1e
long falling feet th~t end it-I1ighly effective i this descriphon of a huge
$eabird "opening l1i,s wings with a whi~ of wind i your face" (Hopkins's ndt~,
Gardner and MacKenzie 1967:274):38

(54) If a wuthering of his pdlmy snow-pinie scatter a colossal smjJe .
Off him. : : ("Henry Purcell")

An important flihction of outrides ii to lengthe pentameter lines and break
tip the symmetry of the Alexandrine: ~

It seems to me tli~t for a mechanical d~$culty the ost mechanical rerh~dy is
the best: none, 1 think, meet it so well as these "0 triding" feet 1 sometimes
myself employ, for they more than equal the Ital an elisions and make the .
whole sonnet rather longer, if anythirtg, than the 1 alian is. (LettJr 11:87)

What do you think of the effett of AI~xandrines?That metre u~less much
broken, as I do by outrides, is very tedibus. (Lett s 1:80.)

This, then, is what explains the oBservation ( ection 6) that the use of
outrides is in practite limited to the lohger meters
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39Samtsbury remarked that these pets all "commItted whoredc)rtI WIth the enchantress of

quantitative metric." Father Hopkins was another sucH r~probale (prosody make~ strange
bedfellows). In this vein, the Encycloped a Britannica (s.v. Prosbdy) goe~ so far as to say that those
"who still talk about 'long and short'. . trace their ances~ry back tb Elizabethan dalliante and
illicit classicizing." ,

4°Though Ludwig (1972:48) somew at patronizingly sligg~sts ~s ~uch: "Die terminologische
Befangenheit in einem Aquivalenzmo ell, die sowohl dJrch seine klassische Bildung a~ such
durch die zeitgenossischen Verstheor tiker gefordert wird; scheihi es dem Dichtet ei1er zu
erschweren als zu erleichtern, seine Be bachtungen zur ehgIi~cheh Sprache wie zum ~ndischen
Vers zu formulieren."

41 After this paper was written, I rived a copy of So~ley d~80); I hope to discuss her
interesting proposals on another occ ion.

(Attridge 1974).39 Hopkins, howe er, did not arrive tit it in a bookish way,Jo
but through close observation of 'the native and naturaI rhythm of speecH"
(L~tters 1:46). With his fine rhyt mic intuition, unprejudiced linguistic and
musical sophistication, and a go d ear for phonhics, He had a much mote
aCCurate picture of what English uantity is. And mbst iniportant, instead of
making a futile attempt to dism ntle stress-based metet and rebuild it on
th~ basis of syllable quantity, as he Elizabethans had tried to do, Hopkihs
retained the basic accentual syst of English verse: and refined it by quan-
titative constraints. .

From a phonological point of view, it is actuilly suiprtsing that quantity
has not played a more importa t role in English metncs. One of Rdm~n
Idkobson's major insights was t at the metrics df alanguage will tend to ,be
bhilt on prosodic categories that re distinctive in it~ (lexteal) phonology,. For
dample, tone is relevant to theImetrics of chihd~ abd of certain Mriean
lci:nguages where it is lexically distinctive, but it i~ not (and could not be)
relevant to the metrics of English where it is' a feature of the syntactic
(postlexical) phonology. Similarl ,a language in which sy1lable length figures
iii the lexical phonology may be xpected to organii'e its ~{erSe around syllable
length. lakobson (1923) showed ow this idea explains the differences betwben
the metrics of Czech and Russi ,languages whose phobologically relev.~nt
~rosodic categories are respect vely quantity and stress. Leino (1982) has
~hown how Finnish, similar to zech in its quantity system, also regulates
quantity in its versification in wa s that have hitherto escaped notice. Sylhlble
length is deeply implicated also in English wodiphondlogy, being the main
determinant of such core proces es as word stress (Chorllsky and Hall~ 1968;
f.layes 1982). Hence it would no go against the grain df English for syllable
length to interact with stress in its metries too. Ttiis gives a new and deeper
meaning to the familiar claim th t sprung rhytlim Is alrbldy latent in English
speech. It explains how readers ave been able tb r~sporld to this new meter in
~ purely intuitive way, without ing aware of hs structure, and why even its
critics have had to agree that it succeeds in the poetry.41
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